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NPHILOSCiP.HY OF THE ! PROGRAM
F !^,.. .

. : , .
. .

I .

The rnajor,gOal Of this minicourse is to 'have Students gather pertinent informationon .the need for and
generation Of electrical energy, then Make then. Own judgments on whether a need, exists and, if te, how the *id,
can best be fined. The stUdents.must be Made &ware of the advantages and disadiantages.of each methocI of .
electrical getteration Withont theteteacher unduly,emphasising one method. In short, the job ,of the teacher ii to.. 1
"tellit like it is" and then to encOuragethe students to evaluate the information and make their?own judgmenti:, . . .

. , .. .. .

' We urge you to use teachint teChniques which involve students activ y acquiring knowledge and to avoid. 4,
. , .

'much as possible; teacher,Onntered Me6oas in which the liarners play passive part. Student-centered activities.,';',
include indiiidnal studiei of sOme aspects of the problem, sminar.- e meetings, committee reporta, debarek,'. .,.;

.

...,
field trips, resource persons.; imd laboratory eXperimentation.

,
.

. . .. .

The eduCational objeAivesj.suggestO activities and other pe ment material are..presented for each chapter,.
Feel free to modify the aativities to.fli yaur 21asi needs.

i
, ..

7.7
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PURPOSE OF COURSE

In an eri*hen the -requirement for additi s al sources of powpr is growing at an ever=increasing rate, and
concern for the protection of our environmen is rightfully coming to the fore, it is imperative that an,unbiased,
straightforward view of the advantages and di dvantages of the various methods of generation of electricarpower
be made available to our schools.

This course is an effort.to describe

This rninicourse was initiated by th
Energy Research and DeveloPment Ad
It was written and, compiled by .a c
industry and conservation groups, an

need, environmentll costs and benefits of electrical power generation:

:S. Atomic Energy commission, with the continued sponsorship of the
, duced bf the Pennsylvania Department of Education.

'nee drawn from tors, engineers, health physkists, members of
ental scientists. .

John J. McDermoit, Project Directo and Editor
Janet Fay Jester,technical Writer
Charles Beehler
William H. Bolles
Robert H. Carroll
Irvin T. Edgar
Alan H. Geyer
George L. Jackson
Willard T. Johns
WiIIim A. Jester
Richard Lane
James-McQueer
Frank h. Pilling
Margaret A. Reilly
Robert W. Schwille
Michael Szabo
John D. Voytko
Daniel Wellcer
Warren F. Witzig
Harold H. Young
William Stiegelman
Lawrence Akers 4" -

Douglas A. James

The Committee

Pennsylvania Department.of Education

Rosetree-Media' So District
Pennsylvania ding& of Education
Pennsylv. Department of Education
Penn ania Department of Education
P lvania Topographic and Geologic Survey

arrisbtirg Hospital Division of Nuclear Medichie
PennsYlvania Fish Commission
The Pennsylvania State University.

Environmental Protection .Agency 4
Titusville Area School District
Sierra Club
Pennsylvania Office of Radiological Health
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The PennsYlvania State University
Westinghouse Environmental Systems
North Schuylkill School District
The Pennsylvania State Univertity
Energy Resererch and Development Administration
Fianklin Institute
Oak Ridge Associated Universities

Energy Research and Development-Administration

;
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PREFACE .
. . ,

Generation of electrical power 'has -.prOvided a ..
vital link in the everyday life of.almost every member

'IA the .. human race. Recent ominous warnings,
. however; regarding Potential detrimental 'effects of

. .by-prOducls of Wide' scale ,RoWer generation and .
distriBution networks have made headline's in the
news media. While students in our classroorris may
noVexpress as much enthushism for the.scientific and
engineering princiPles behind 'Fiowet. generathigo
facilities as.theit teachers, they have grett interest in
environmental protection 'proklet Thus a
discrepancy has lieen generated betWeerrthe genefits
and hazards of providing a source of the "good
thin " in life. A wise teacher raqognizes the potential
.for ululating 'interest and letig inherent .in the ,

i

presenc of a cognitive giscrebancy (a iiscrepancy
bet4een What 'a person predicts should Happe,n and'
w14 actually happens). Science. teachers often
att pt to stimulate their students by "'carefully ,,
drawing their attention- to apparel* diScrepanciei in
nature to spur information-seeking; problem-solving
and cognitive learning. .

" .

.

, This minicourse attempts to capitalize oifthe
discrepancies heightened by the . news media: 'It
attempts t6 serve in two ways. Frist: it- provicles
infprmation relative to power gefterition which may
be uleful in reducing the discrepancy. Second, it
attempts to maintain a certain le;fel of discrepancy by

. not providing a comprelwnsive list of answers; instead
. it'provides some information which may be useful)kri

formulating such answers. ,

3

;

41

0

Out of this argument sterns the first lioW, to
recommendation for this minicourse. Prior to
beginning the minicourse, '

HAVE EACH STUDENT FOICMULATE A LIST oF
QUESTIONS ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTErfION PROB,LEMS, ASSOCIATED WITH
ELECTRICAL POWER GE-NEROTION.

Ask the student to check off the questions as they are
answered and add morp questions as,they are raised,
A reaionable foal is to end up viitha longer list -thin'
he/she started with.

The Minicourse is. designed to tie fie]dble to
'permit , its most Meaningful application by the
teacher. As such tlereare niunerous alternative ways?:
it can he used.

As an integral-part of a science cdursp.

As an optional, nonrequired part of d science
Course. ,

;

As p independeitt study unit In an
m divi mime* d approach. N

As a springboard for further study into other
areas oflinvironmental protection.

7 \
As a basis for in -adult information and/or
education couise.



Each chapter of this teicher's guide corresponds ,

to a chapter in the minicourse text. oThge are four
usections in each chapter.

The first section of tech chatter consists of
behavioral*Obje thctives for at chapt r. A behavibral
objective is a statement whit describes student
observable behavior br products of 'student behavior.
'Science advances by Making valid inferences on the
basis of observedphenomena. So, ioo, it is extremely
difficult to 'determine the amount and extent of
'learning that his taken place without making valid,
inferences, ,based ori observable acts, such as test
performance. .A test provides 'a limited- amount of
observable products from which tO infer the
unobservable process of learning. A comprehensive
se,t of behavioral objectives prbvides a wider and thus
more valid basis for describing the act of learning.
Behavioral objectives can be. a great aid th learning.
But how-do you use them with your students?

If your ,experience with behavioral objectives is
lirnited,xead recent literature in education about
fiehavioral objectives. .

. A.

Objecthes in the file or mind of the teacher are
essentially locked away from the students. 'This
fosters student dependency on the teaCher and results
in the game of guessing what objectives theteacher is,
going to place on the next examinatjon. Bothofthese
situations are highly. ,inefficient. Therefore the first°
thing yoii need to do with the 'objectives of the
courie is ta communicate t .m. to the students.
Liter; construct tests,aroun se objectivesi ,

INTRODUCTION TO THE TEACHER'S GUIDE

, Most educaticinal activities'are folloWed by some
form of evaluation to estirhatethe amount of student
learning. Test items have been written for this
minicourse .and appear in Appendix II. These test
items Ahave alternative Ways of being Used. Use them
,to (1) evaluate he learning of each on each of the .
objectiVes; (2). eValuate the.learning of each student
ielative to the others in the class; (3) let th. e students
interpret their. degree:of learning from the test. The
'latter course of action.may be used when you wish to
'encourage independent functioning on the .part of "..

jour students.

I The evaluation of the test items is necessarily
linkited to basic terminology and concepts of power.
generation and environmental protection. In a larg
way, the questions raised by the inquiring mind are.,
extrentely difficult to evaluate, In addition, there are
many questions which dci not have 'definitive answers.
It is 'extremely -important to recognize ln the
classrborn activities. It is also imperative to remember

-

. ,

that while many questioni raised by stUdents do. not
have definitive yes or no answers, there is a way to
determine .whethet. 4 student's answer is valid or not.

'Does- the: answer or solution (i) violate respected ,.

assumptions of known facts; (2) demonstrate:logical,
inborisistency with other,, putt of the solution. and
knoWn factsf(3) violate all common sense? Finally, a
Most- necessary requirement is . that of demanding
accountability from the student. Can a student back .

up his/her solution :or answer with evidence, either of
an empirical or authoritative nature? The teacher
should become schooled in the asking of questions
like, "What is the basis for your assertion?"

,

a

.
The second section of each chapter is a list of

suggested activities for that chapter. These activities,
plus others which you may construct, are designed.to
aid you make' your instruction - more
student-centered.

,

All 'teachers at some point in their careers aisume
that teaching is lecturing. If the teacher just presentscr
a lecture lucidly describing the essentials of a
Concept, the listeners will be taught. Of course,
presenting the information should include the
appropriate voice inflections, projection'techniques,
end 'gesturing tO dramatize ,the information, and
"lucidly" usually implies that the listeners can clearly
understand the information beingpresented.

To say lecturing is categorically bad is bad in
itself. But lecturing has serious drawbacks which:
should, cam* us to consider- alternatiVes. For example,
it is difficult, not impossible; to deliberately select
and present the exaet combination ..of words which
will Communicate the proper Message. Secondly, even
when this crite4a is met4the learner .may..(1) have
brought into the session all, the content that was

lectured; (2) not have heard the weirds in the context
in which they were spoken; (3) have had experiences
opposite to thoie stated i:!y Ole lecturei.

'Finallye lecturing eithet *directly indirectly
encouragei student aependence upon-the teacher and
discourages:practise in independent student thinking..
Ift your objective is to have students be able to repeat
orledbgnize certain facts, regardleitt of their.truth or
accuracy, lecturing is a highefficient Method. If, on
the other -hand, you seek tO promote the abilitY .of
learners to synthesiie or evaluate information, to
demonstrate their ability to take a posftion with
respect to several plausible alternatives, 'and to
provide evidence (hopefully icientific and keMpirical)
for 'his/her position, then use questioning techniqUes
as opposed to lecture, as much as possible.
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To guide yostr quelition-asking veibll behavior in
the classroom, tile following categories should be
studied and practiced. These are taken from ;Robert
B. Ribble and Charles B. Schultz, %mist-Substantive

, Schedule,' Mirrors. of Behavior,Nol. 12, Philadelphia:
Research 'for,Better Schools, Inc.,. 19,70.l'An audio
tape of your classroom will provide a . basis for
checking. how many of these behaviors you are

, actually using. Teachers Agariably grossly
,overestimate the, amount ofwquestioning and
underestimate the amount oftelling 'that transpires in

. their classroom.
',.. , . ') ..

1, Checking: ,asks the student to recall Or find
previously encountereInktteriat

St: Are theie threelffiteries hooked up all
right? .

T: What cautions did your insthictions
point out?

2. Expiodng: asks the student to try another'idea
or add 4i,vi6t he/she has said or done.

St: It. 'Says to make sure ihe batteries must
'all face the same way. .

. . . .
T: What else do you, think wotild be

important?
a

3'. -Putsiiing: asks the student to support his/her
. statement ': .

. .

St: Olni-it, also says to be sure the nEedle
swingi.up. .,. .....

T? Wheridid you find that statement?

4./Eliciting: asks the student tO make an asiertiOn.
St: Right here in frame 1614.

I see. What dk you think will--happenif
the Cells'are hooked in parallel?

S. Tranilating: asks if a paraphrased .version,of the
student sptement is accurate [Note: (a) The
ttudeM must know he/she may answer.eitheryes
or no; otherwise the statement tends to be-
coercive. (b) A gooeparaPhrise elimlnates.otie Of
More of the pose!) interpretations of' the'
student stafeniett.]

St: 4Not as much ledricitY will flw.'
f . ...,.

) T: Do you mean that the needle w
- . .

deflectiesi? . cv,

6. :Supporting: tells the 'student that 's/her
.performance is alceptabje. This response should
be used to build the stndint's self-confidence in
his/her own performaice. Hence, right answers

'should not be the prime target. Instead student
`performance. should be weighed in _ terms ,;of
previous results, techniques, hypotheses, and
models.

St: Yeh, that's wlilat%t did when the battery
needed charging. .

. T: Sourids reasonable. Let nui.know haw
your prediction turns out.

7. Focying [informing]: pregents . additional
information. l'his technique should be used
sparingly since the student is supposed to obtain
most of the information from performing the
exercises. Normative information,, examples, or
reasons fór*a procedure are most easily.justified.

St: Is this OK?
I believe that y s, r set-up is close
enough to permit e readings.

8. Directing: suggests a procedure for the student to
follow, Aoceptanee of the suggestion should be a
student option.

St: What v.7lil happen if I use thinner coppec
*wire around the caibon?

T: Why on't you try it and compare your
results with John and,Pete? .

.

p.

For other suggested activities besides those given
in this guide, see,energy and Man's Environment, an
elementary-through.:sedondary interdisciplinary
activity' gUide aviilable from -Erièrgy and Man's
Environment 2121 -Fifth Avenue, Seattle,
Washington, 9812,1.

The third section of each chapter is a, list 'Of
audio-visual 'aids, most of which may be boreawsd at
no charge. They are from widely-varying sources, and
may not all be suitable for a given age or educational
level. So, preview any you'plan to use.

e°

he. fourth section. of each chapter is a list of
references. SOme'are booklets which can be Ordered.
Yob may also Wish to check-the list oAreferences iri
the appendix of th5..minicolgise text.

At the .end Of the teacher's guide is a
decision-Making model ter help the reader analyze the,
inforthation he/she lias received. This also appears as
.ah appendix to the minicourse text. Finally, there are
tkvo lppendices, the first concerning laboratory safety
rules fOr working with radioactive Substances, and the

_Acond an achievementlest.



A... Objectives

CHAPTER 1

THE DEMAN6 FOR ENERGY
.

1. The student will discuss two reasons for the
increasineWorld energy demands..

a

The student will discuss the growth in electrical
energy use in the United States.

r

B. Activifies

1. Have students discuss the role which electricity
plays in sUppocting our current standard of living and
the adaptations which we would be forced' to niattiki
this energy supply were seriously curtailed. ,
2. Hold a class debate: Is pollutiN necessa0?
we live in a pollution-free society? '

3. Have students complete the activity "How much'
electricity do you use?" in the supplementary sectism
at the end of Chapter/ in the text.,

4. Have a &Co .discussion of which home
appliances could be discarded to reduce electrical
Consuniplion.

5. Interpret. population projection charts to
determine the most probable population growth in
the U.S.

6., Discuss "Will recyclfng reduce electrical
Consumption?"

,,,.

7. Consider the; following situation: FlOod, high
winds , or some other, unusual eyent has severely
reduced eleccncal 'power. YoU'are to form an advisory,
committee and set tip priorities, since' electricity will
have to be rationed. What poups should be
represented on this committee (e.g., city government,
hospital, fadtory, etc.)? Determine priorities, such as
who will get power and who will not, and to what
degree. .,. .,

. . -
8., Collect cartoons related to power generation or
the nergy crisis and make a bulletin board display.
Inclu,31e other items as you see fit.

9` Present the following rob rnto stlidents, witli
I 1411.

or without time kr them to prepare 'answers or
Possible solutions: .-Ele'ctric power has been rationed
slue to recent damage by violent weither. In spite of
warnings to the contrary, your best friend's fagaily
continues to use total air conditioning. The prownout
seriously hinders the,full use of certtin equipment at

.,..' .

"

, the local hospital. Ask the students, "What is your
reaction? What are you going to do about it? What I,*;
should you do-about it?"

-A.
10. Identify lbe materials used in 'a new. .automobil

. and the source. of these materials. Estimate what'
percentage comes front oil-based sources!

11. Have each studerit in a section, class or school"
Individually rank -the importanCe of the items listed
below. Then C2llect information on how many
number 1 votee, number 2 votes, etc., each item

. receives. Have each'student compare hisflier rankings .

'with the composite rinkingsl.

Rank from 1 (most important) to 15 (least
important).

a. pure water
b. clean air
c. acceptable noise levels
d. an understanding of ecology.
e. conservation of our. . natural (including

htiman) resouices
f. a practical environmental. life style"'
g. elimination of litter
h. stabilized population growth
i. ban on use of biocides (pesticides and

herbicides).
efficient consumer practices
reduction in energY consumption

1. rationaL land usage
'reductiori ln private and solid
waste products .

n: controhotthennal pollutioni
o. sensitivity to one's, surroundings

(environmental awareness)

J.
k.

12. Haie a group of students,Iplaying the roles .of
ambassadors from an underdeveloped country,
develop and present an argurilent at. the United
Nations for a more equitable share, of the world's.
zeliources. Use real data froin actual countries if yciu

13: Time's choice for Man pf the Year in 1975 was
the late King Faisal of Saudi Arabia. What reason did
Time give foithis-selection?

14. Construct collages from magazines and paperton
the topics energy;-pollution and quality of hfe. Or use
phofographs from the school nd community for

. stich a collage.

1

1 0



^1 15, Have ,stdtlents read about electric meters and do
the -"Reading Electric Meters" activity in the
supplememtary section'at the end of Chapter.2 in the

-.text.

C. AlVisual Materials

1. The Erieru-Environment Game, a simulation
dialing with society's demand for energy and its
effect on the environMent..Edivm Electric Institute,
90 Park Ave., New York, New York, 10016.

Environmiental Health: Energy and the
vironment, a iteachiA kit including records Ind

filmstrips prepared for Southern California Edisbn
Company by H.R.k., Int., P.0; Box 3Cr36, Granada
Pills; Calif. 91344.

3. Nuclear Power and the Environment; 16mm
sound, 14 min. Takes up the problem& that stem frotp
the growing domands for electricity in the U.S.
Discusses the care taken in studying ai controlling
the effects of nuclear power plan s on the
environment.

4. The Petroleum Tree, a chart showing prciducts
obtainable from crude oil.. Sipgle copies available
from U.S. Depahinent of Ititerior, Bureau Of Mines,

_4800 Foibes Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213.

t.

,
f.

5. Encounters with Scierice, 33-1/3 RPM 7
audiodiscs, each contiining .eight Short sequences.
Many are on.enevy-related matters. Available from
National Sciencif Foundation, A/V .Prodetction
Officer, Room 531.41800 G St.; N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20550. .

D. References

4

I. The Search for (Tomorrow's Power, National
Geographic, November 1972, pp. 650 ff. 7

,

2. Managing the Power Supply and the
Enviionment, RepOrt of the Federal Power
Commission's National Power Survey Task Force on
Environment, July 1911. Federal POwer Commission,

an, P.C. 20426. : 1,

3. The Signi&ance of Arab Oil; booklet available in
single copies from League of Arab States Information
Center, 35th floor, 747 kd Ave., New Whit, N.Y:
10017.

e

4. Energy and the Future, book giving a general
view. Published by American flissociation for the.
Advancement of Sciiice, 1973.

1 1

.
I.
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CilAiDER 2.

MEE1ING THE DEMAND FOR ELECTRICAL ENERGY

A. Objectives

1. The student will desc4Se the production of an
electric current ul relate this to the generation
of electrical power.

2, The student will identify present methods.9f
generating electricity, souk possible alternative
-methods and the limitations of each in meeting
our/energy reguirementsri

ivities
t ' '

1. Have the stpdents use a land-operated generator
'to produce tough energy to light a small
incandescent bulb. This geheratot might then he
operated by a model steam engine, Producing, in'
effect, a miniature pqwer generating system.

2. Demonstrate th.I mainetic lines of force by
sprinkling iron filings on a piece of heavy paper
placed over hdrseshoe andbait magnets.

3. Conditct a field trip to tine or more of the
following: power plant, strip mine, deep mine,
transniission substition. -

4. Allow the students to experiment with Oersted's
loops. Can therrleVise ways to increase the amount
of electricity they can et from this apparatus?.

5. Build a model windmkor wtter wheel generator.7
Measure its Output. I

6, Prepare a imall ntnk-z.dAq.pliotoelectric cells
hooked up to a milti4rieter. Determine the
electrical output under varying hijilt conditions.,

7. Have the students prep e and present reports to
the class on alternative sources of electricity.

8. Try to 'devise .alternative schemes -of generating
_electricity.

9. Have an electric company representative discusi:

energy. Brainstorm all methods you can think of tp
transport that energy to the earth2Next;examine the
advantages and disadvaniages of , each method
suggested.

. ,-
11. Have stddents tread about elearic meters and do
the "Reading Electric Meters" activity in the
supplementary seefion at.the end of Chapter 2 in the
text.

C. Audio-Visual Materials

$1.- World Behind your, Lighi' Switch, 16mm.s(nind,
28'. min. On transmission of electricity. Bonneville"
Power ..Admanstration, U.S. Department of. the
Interior, P.6.'Box 3621, Poriland, Oregon, 97203. '

T. "N
2. - Inertia, 16mm sound, 75 min. On transmission

relectricity. same source as Number 1 above.

3. Eletric Power Generation in Space, 16mIn
sound, 26-1/2 min:=0-ii` solar cells,
'NASAorder from NASA Regional File Libriry
serving yOuf tate.) . .

4.: 'Birth Of an Era, 16mm soun'd, 27 min. dn
hylropower. U.S. Army EngineeeDistrict, .200 E.
Julian St., P.Orttix 889, Savannah, Ga:31402.

"
° .

5. Trees and the Energy Oisi4 Reel audiotape,
7-1/2 ips, 15 min. On wise use_ of resources: American
Forest Institute, Education Division, 111,19

Massachusetts Ave., N.W., ,Washingion; D.C. 20036.

6. Natural Gas Puel, Cell, 16mm sound, 28 min.
Shover production of 'electricity from fuel ctils.
Erio oklyn Union Gas, Public Relapons Ind
Advertising Dept.;,195,Montague St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
11201e

.
a. How their local generating station operate& ,
b. -How a power grid (transmitFon and

distribution system) works. /
c. How theritry to solve their environmental

4. problems. , > ,
/ ,

s 1ss ;

1 0 ..Assume that a space platform in stati6nary orbit
Ever the U.S. . converts solar energy to electrical.

. ,

it.

7. -;.,To .Bottle .the Sun, 16miti' sound, '5-1/2 min. On',
fusion. ERDA (formerly USAEC).Film Library, P.O.
Box 62, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830.

D. 'References

I. The Search for Tomorrow's' 'Power,- National
Geographic, November 1972,pp. 650 ff.

1 2
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1 t II. . .

!, 2. Following; dm .the names bf seven .thapters from EnergyResources
the book Mineral Facts and ProbleMi. One copy of Natural Gas
up ,tq 10, or Theip .chapeeti mgy:lle requested- in, Petroleum

4 Oxipklet forni on official.. siitioheiy fronj U.S. 'Shale 01 .
:Depaitment 1:4',.; 'the. Interior,. Bureau' of Mines, Uranium .

1.4, ' , Publications ! Distribution; 4800 Forbes , St., .

.. . . . .
PittsburghtPa. 15113. .. ...... , : 3. . Power. and *ogress, a ,booklet on general facts

-. . _ ...PO ...
about electricity. Single Copies available from Edison

Anthr , Electrie Institute, 90 Park-AM., New York, -N.Y.adlie' , .
. "Biturnino0 C4l and Lignite . ..we' 10016.

.
.., 8.1

.,- . 4
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I.

A. Object**
1. The student be in general terms the

process of fissio will include the 'concept
of the chain reaction as a necessary phenomenon
for the continuitipn of the process.

2. The Student will list and describe the functions
of the major components of a nt?clear reactor.
Majo r components mean fuel assembly,
moderator, coolant, control rods and shielding.

3. Tlie student will compare the various reactor
types in terms of the cooling systems used:

4. The 'student will describe the concept of the
breeder reactor and the types of breeder reactors.

5. The student will describe the-Safety features-of -
re actors, including natural safeguards and
engineered safeguards.

B. Activities

CHAPTER 3

- NUCLEAR FUEL GENERATING STATIONS
;1

1.' Have_ your students construct a model suclear
power station.

2. Arrange for a tour of a reactor facility hear you..
Make certain 'that your students are well prepared for -

the trip and that follow-up activities are conducted
when you return.

3. tondUct mock hearings relative to the licensing
Of an imaginary power reactor in your s,chool district.
Divide your class into groups representing the utility
company, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the
state regulatory agency and a Watchdog
conservationist group. Discuss the situation from all
aspects. (Refer to Nuclear Power and the Palk,
pages 126194. See geference in Section D of this
chapter.)

4. Contact the American Nuclear Society to suggeo
speakers and materials concerning nuclear power
jilants. Write Octave J. DuTemple, rExecutive
Secretary, American Nuclear society, 244 East Ogden
A:vnue, Hinidale, Illinois 60521.

1
5. Prepare , a list of similarities and differences ,

between a nuclear teactor and an atomic bomb.

C. Audio-Visual Materiah

1. Atomic Power Today: Service with Safety,
16mm sound, 28-1/2 min. A 15-m1nute abridged

. version is 'also available. ERDA (fortherly USAEC)
- Film Library, Technical Information 'Center, P.O.

Box 62, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830.

5

,71

2. Tomonvw's Pdwer-Today, 16mm sound, 5-1/2
min. Available from sanie source as Number 1.

3. The Experimental Boiling Water Reactor, 16mm
sound, 30 min. Available from sams Source as
Number 1 above.

4. Power Unlimited; 16mm sound, 12-1/2 min.
Available from same source as Number 1.

5, A Breeder in the Desert, 16mm sourid, 29 mlii. .

Available from same source as Number 1.

6. The Piqua Nuclear.Power ,Facility, 16mm sound,
23 min. Animated comparison 'of .various power .

reactor types. Available from same source as Number
1.

7. Dresden Nuclear Power Station; 16inrn sound, 15
min. Avallabfe from same source as Number I.

8. Landmark, 16min sound, 14 min. On breeders.
Available from same source as Number 1..

9. My Nuclear Neighbors, 16rnm sound, 15 mfte
Illustrates hot,/ nuclear generating stations fit into
communiiids. Klein Company, Walter J., Distribution
Direetor, 6301 Carmel Rd., Charlotte, N.C. 28211.

10. Now that the Dinosaurs are Gone, 16mm sound,
28 min. Rental fee, but may .be available free from
local utilities. Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc., 475
Park Ave. S, New York, N.Y. 10016.

D. References

1. A complete set of the Understand' the Atom
series may be obtained free by teachers Writing to
ERDA (formerly USAEC), P.O. Box152, Oak Ridge,
Tenn. 37830.

Nudear Power Plants
Nyclear4eactor
Plutonirait
ResearchReactors ,

Snap; Nuclear Space Reactors ,

Breeder Reactors

2.. Nadel" Poner and die Public, -Harry:Foreman,
editoi, University of. Minnesota- Press, Minneapolis,
Mhm. (1970). ^

3. 7he Four Big Fears about Nuclei°. Power, Ralph.
E. Lapp, The New York Times Magazine, Feli. 7,
1971.. .

4. Nore Energy, from the Atom-But Will It Come
in Time? US. NEWs and World Report, .Feb . 19;
1 9 7 3.



CHAPTER 4

FOSSII4FUELED ELECTRICAL GENERATING STATIONS

A. Objectives

.

1. The student will Identify the methods of using
fossil fuel to produce electricity, by steam
generation.

The.student will discugs existing reserves of fossil' fuels and their prediged

. The student will discusr the patticular problems
related to the use of goal in the .productiOn of
electricity.

B. Activities

1. Have your students construct, demonstrate and
discuss Hero's, Engine, made from a toilet tank float
and coppeE tub*.

2. Perfoirn 'destructive distillation of a saMple of
soft coal. Desciibe the products.

2.. The Invisible, Power of Coal, 16mm souna, 28
min., National Coal Assn. Available from Modem

.Talking Picture Service.-Must be booked from their
exchange nearest 'you.k
3. Natural Gas and Clean Air, 16min sound, 20 min.

, American Gas Adm.,- Film Service Library, 1515
. Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Ya.

3. .Visit a fossil-fueled electrical generating plant.

4. Arrange a class visit to a nearby coal mine or gas
or oil well.

5. Compare the methods øsporting coal, oil, 4

gas and electriCity.

6. Using a Polaroid cameral photograph the stack
emissions from a power plant over a one-week period.

C. Audio-Visual Mateiials

1. Invasion by Oil, 16mm sound, 27 min. On oil
spills. U.S. Army Engineer District, Attention PAO,
P.O. Box 4970, Jacksonville, Fla. 33201.

4., Power. from Paradise,46mm sound, 32 min. On
construction of a coal-burning plant. Tennesiee
Valley Authority:Film Services, Inf

ormation
Of fl ce,

Knoxville, Tennessee, 37902.

5. Strip Mine .Reclamation, i6mm sound, 17 min.
Mailable from same rource ar Number 4.

D.4 References ,

1. Coal in Today's World, a booklet' available id
dassroom quantities from National Coal Assn.,
_Education Division, 1130 Sevenieenth St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036:

2. Protecting our Resources, a booklet on'
petroleum available in single copies from 'American
Oil Co., Public Relations Department, 910 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 6b605.

3. Coal is Cheap, Hated, Abundant, Filthy, Needed,
Jane Stein, Smithsonian, February 1973, pp. 19-27.

4. The Story of Petroleum, booklet available ill.'
classroom quantities from Shell Oil Co.,. Public
Relations, Attn. Room 1541, One Shell .Plaza, BOx
2463, Houston, Tex. 77002.

5. Map crf Coal Areas in the U.S., . shows 'coal
deposits, gives reserve and production' ;figures.
Available from same source as Number .



1.

-..;eHAPTER 5

BASIC ECOLOGY: ;PRINCIPLES AND IMPLICATIONS'

2. Sierra Club Educators General Information
Packet, infoimation on how to obtain Sierra Club

and energy teaching aids for conservation education. Sierra Club,
Educational Information Office, Room 1050, Mills
Tower, 220 Bush St., San.Francisco, Calif. 94104.

Objectives

The student will describe nutrient
cycles.

2. The student will discuss the Concept of
community succession in a given ecoiystem.

3. The student will describe natur1 contrel and
balance within an ecosystem and how this
balance has been upset by huma activities.

B. Activities
.

1. Obtain several sarnples fronT the bottom of a
nearby stream. Identify several dominant organisms.
Hold these samples at diffeent temperatures for 24
hours and determine what changes, if any, occur in
the frequency of the various organisths.

2. Chill about one liter of water to approximately
10 degrees Centigrade. Shake the bottle vigorously to
dissolve as much oxYgen as possible. Separate into
several por1ions. Determine the amount of dissolved
oxygen in the samples as they warm to room
temperature.

3. Grow green plants in a sealed. terrarium.
Introduce sulfur dioxide and determine the effects on
the plants.

, .

C. Audio-Visiol Materials

1. Web of.iife: Endless. Owin, 16mm sound, 28
min. On ecjplogical balance and its upset by man.
ERDA (formerly USAEC) Film Library, P.O. Box 62.
Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830.

3. Energy Vs. EcologyThe Great *bate, 16mm
sound, 27-1/2 min. On coal, surface mining and
restoration. Modern Talking Picture Service. Book
from Service Library nearest you.

4. For Man and Nature, 16mm sound, 28-1/2 min.
On protection of man and nature. Available from
same source as Number 3.

5. Ecology, a classroom poster and discussiOn guide
to help provide students a better idea of.the meaning
of ecology. Ex-Cello-0 Corp., P.O. Box 386, Detroit,
Mich. 48232.

e

D. References

1. Fundamentals of Ec9logy by E. P. Odum, V.
Saunders Company, PhAdelphia, Pa., 1971. ."

2. Natural Ecosystems by W. B. as
Macmillan Company, New York, N.Y., 1

j. Ecology and Field Biology byfiR. L. Smith,
Harper and Row, New. York, N.Y7y14.

4. Concepts of EcologY by,. -E. J. Kormondy,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewoo&Cliffs,N.T., 1969.

5. Communities and Ecosystems by R. El.

Whittaker, Macmillan ginpany, New York, N.Y.,
1970.

16
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A. Objectives I.

CHAPTER 6

WASTES IN THE PROgUCTION OF ELECTRIC, POWER
-sr ,

.. The student Will compare the currentAetkoda of
managing waste heat produced in the#
of electricity%

. :*, , The. studeht Will "'compare the magiltude Af_if
'theme' 'pollution from bOth nuclear and foss814
electrical power stati9fl5i1d state the refirli for%
the-differences. .

:

,
*

ration

.

The. ;student will describe the . sources of .

.radioactiVewaste inpoWeigenetation.

e deieribe4hevititte inariagehient
Itii#Iodi.fortiiiSeous; liquiri7a4loti4 radioactive
Wastes, :.inchiding the ciiiirenk,aard s projected
vohimes'and aCrivities'ottheiVWkst&,'

,
A ' ' '

'The student Will 'iltscrilie,-thri.:Viti!e' resulting
fro,m the b4ruIng,of

Activitirs,
.

Illustrate 'itiejuninittiok U radibisoto e% by
natural radioacti experimentally mine
the half ".life of ..O$Plived redioisoto ch 'as
inditim711.3m (104 barium 137m t (2.6
minutes) or ytetium19 ...(64,hours).* These
radioisotopes are ivirilIble from minigenerators
.distributed by Union Carbide 'Company, Tuxedo, ;
N.Y,Have thestudents determine hque by taking a
series of one-ininute counts of a sample at intervals
for a period of time coyering several half lives. Ile
certain to determine background and subtract-It from
each count. On graph paper, plot a graph of acttvity
versus tirrie. Graphically, determine the half life.

2. Use a wet-dry bulb thermometer or sling
psychrometer to illustrate evaporativecooling.

,

'

5. Determine witer currents in lakes, rivers or bays,
using Plustic contatners wl.h.postcards ;of'?

I . y _

6. How can wastes front electrical generating pJans
be used advantageously? Orliliker the following
he;t, ash,.' oxides of stilfin;,' Oxides of %nits

s
radi ctive fission products, ininingoas&s.

, - , ,

7. t,tain ash from a., coil furnaie;..br a sainple Of
, coal. jLun a small amount Of.,wateiL,t4rough the coil.

Note.iny changes in pH of Of wt(krity means of an
tindjc or paper. .

8. Weigh a sample of coal; burn the coil and then
. weigh the ash.

,41). Place 100 ml of heating oil in a beaker and
114 determine its weight. Burn the oil and weigh the ash..

C. Audio'Arisual Materials
.

1. High' Activity Waste, 16mm sound; 17 min..
ERDA (formerly USAEC) Ilthn Library, P.O.-Box 62,
Oak Ridge,.Tennessee, 37830.. .

ie

2. TrOrisportation of Rad&ciCtive Materials, Part II:
t4ccidents, 16mm sound, 34-1/2 min. Available from
same source as Number 1..

s
Project Salt Vault, 116nim sound, 11 thin. On

disposal of radioactive Waste in vacant salt . mines.
; Available from same sounie as Number 1. . .

D. -- References

1. From the 'Understanding the Atom series, a
complete set of which may be obtained free .by
teachers by writing ERDA (formerly USAEC), P.O.

3. Devise-an air filter, using a vacuum cleaner and Bdx 62, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830.

filter paper. Compare air pollution samples from
various areas of your city. Use a portion of k clean '-

vacuum cleaner bag as the filter. .

4. To determine air currents which tend to disperse
pollutants over your local area release a nunibefof
helium-filled balloons with postcaids attached. The
postcards. should be self'-addrussed and' contain a
checklist of the information which you \wish to .

--receive,, such a location, date, thne and iathe of
finder. This will increase student understanding that
others are affected by what' anyone at any place does.

Radioactive Wastes

,
2. Nuclear _Power and the Public, Harry' Foreman,
editor, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis,
Minn., 1970.

3. kans for the Management. of AEC-Generated ,

Radioactive Wastes, WASH-1202(73). Divhdop of
Waste Management did Transportation, July 1973.
For sale by Superintendent of Dociments, GPO,
price 80 cents.

;!:



CHAPTER 7

HEALTH EFFECTS: A COMPARISON

A. Objectives
..

1. ,The student will identify and descabe the major
k types of radiation from radioactive inaterial&

_

It .2. The 'student will identify the basic units of
radiation dose. '

. -

The student will Compare, in order of dose rate
Jeceived, the major sources of radiation to tile

4.

at this time. ,

The sfudent will describe the somatic and genetic
effects of both acute and chronic exposure to
radiation.

The student will recognize the factors which
influence the biological effects of radiation.

e student will recognize the assumptions that
e made when radiation protection guidelines
r low-level exposure are established.

The student will list the gaseous effluents from
the combustion of fossil fuels for electEic
generation and their effects on human health and
the physical environment. (Gaseous effluents
include oxides of sulfur and nitrogen and
particulate matter.)

8.. ...The ,...,student "swill describe .the concept of
beneVersus-risk.'

B. Activities

1.; Demonstrate absorption . and assimilation of
phosphorus-.2 from water by fish. (See
Radioactiviiy: Fundtmentals and Experiments, by
Itirmias and Jpecile, Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1963; pp..1551:157.)..

$

2. Conduct a 'student experiment on effect& of
radiation on the germination of seeds. (See Hermias
and Joecile, op.cit., pp. 148-151.) Have beans or corn
irradiated at 'a local hospital or buy irradiated seed&
from a commercial source. Keep the number of seeds

. for each sample above 100, iarying the radiation
dosage. Study rates of germination and percentage of
germination.

3. Have a local radiologist meet with the students to
discuss effects and use of radiation and radioisotopes.

V

5. Determine the half life of a short-live
radioisotope' such as barium-137m: (These may
obtained from commercially produced radioisoto
generators available from Union Carbide Corporati in,
Tuxedo, New York.)

6. Have the students compute their own ra tion
dosage from the activity in - the suprile ttry
material at the end of Chapter 7 in the stude t text.

7. In class discussion, have stidenti defin quality
of life and siescribe risks they are willing take. to .

maintain this quality.

C. Audio-VisualMitesiale

. 1. Atomic Medicine, 16mm. sound, 2 min. ERDA
(formerly USAEC) Film Library, P.O. Box 62, Oak
Ridge, Tenn. 37830.

4. Have students perform yarious experiments on
the biological effects of radiation. Many. ap described
in Herr?* and Joecile (op. cit.) or in Nuclear
Scielice", 'Chase, Rituper,,-and Suiocoski, Burgess
Publishing Company, 1970..

2. Radiation and the Papulation; I mm. sound, 29..,"
min. On genetics. Available from same source,. i(S.
Number 1. ,4r.,^T;;;;;;, .

4'70:1
3. . Air is for ;.'16min sund,29minOn
biological effects llution. ell FilM Library
450 N. Meridian St:, Indlanipolis hid. 46204.

4. No.. Turning BacI4 16inm sound, 27-1/2-Min.
Shows AEC's loing-tehn' cOmmitMent td
eniironmental reseal. h. Avail le from same .SourCe
as Number 1.

S. A Sea We- Can .ot Sense 16mm sound, 28 min.
Discussion of ldW evel radia on effects, both natural ,
and man-made. Available from same .source as!

Number I.

D. References

1. From the
complete set
teachers, wri
Box 62, Oak

Underst ding the Atom series, a
f, which ay lie obtained free ty

to E A (formerly USAEC), P.O.
dge, T 378,30.

Your Bod and R
Radioiso pes'and
The Genetic Effec

iation
lfrfrocesses
,of Radiati6n

2. Nuclear Power a the Publicillairy Foreman., .
editor, .Unhrslty of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis,'
Minn., 197

-

3. The E ects on opulations of Exposure to Low
Levels off Ionizing 'Radiation,: Superintendent of
Docuntimt , GPO, $2.75.
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CHAPTE11:8..

- !
PLAI-NIT ITING 'AND ENVIRON4ENT4 IMPACT\

.- .. .
.. .,

, A. Oectives.
5. Obtain ah environmental impact statement fOr 'a :

new power plant:Revie* it in detail.
tl. The- student will describe the ecological, .c

geological, meteorological, geographical, and
C. Audio-Visual,Materials

deinogrAphic considerations Which must be taken
. into account id glibt-site ielection. I.

1. E'arthquake, 16m. ni sound, 13-1/2 min. DesCribes.
. . earthquake studies -and engineering adaptations in

B. Actinties ,, ,

.-v.': building construction. Available from Film Assocties -

1. Have, students, pripare rvorts on .1
poesible bookingservice nerest you; l'

alternative siting for power,:aplants, such . al -.
underground or offshore. 7 I). References

/

2.... Have a speaker from a state or federal agency 1. .1Iudear Power and the Public, Harry Foreman,
discuss power plant site selection. . / , Editor, University of' Minnesota Press, -Minneapolis,

3. Choose- sites for one or more hypothetical .
Minn., -1970: . .

generating Plants in your sate. Discuss these propOied '
.-

deratiosites in light Of the considerations in the Chapter. Alio
2. Consins A ffeCting Steam FoWer Plant' Site
Selection; a report sponsored by the Energy Policy'discuss the reactions 'to each site by , a banker, an Staff; Office of .Science and Technology, :147 pp.,

educatort an industrialist, a ,-, conseration club 1968, Superintendent of Documents, GPO, k1..5.president, a hospital manager, a fan*, ii:rdaltor, a
supermarket owner, etc.. What are your own

3. IkInciati Power Plant Siting: A Handbook foi the
- feactions? /

..... Layman, by Dennis. L. Idth,Maxfne Advisotitil
4. Assurne that a nuclear plant- w be built on a ..: Servide -Sea Grant; Universit ralthode Ialand, Marine

th
-

nearby site. Have 'e students determine ' the... "' Bulletin Number6, 32 pp. $1.00. ' '
procedure fOr obtaining a constru

eft
tion permit; Ask', :- .

the advice' of your local utility. Do the ,same .for a 4: 10....-CFR'Part .100, Reactor Site Criteria, Seismic
fossil-fueled plant. / .

i .
- and Geological Siting Criteria.

/
.9



A. Objectives

1. The student will id
consumption III th
methods of ,co nservin

B. Activities

1. Have students discuss
automobile engines more
internal combustion engines.

2. The mandatorj, addition f anti-pollution devices 1 .
to autOmobiles had reduced g line mileage on most
American cars: This is an ex le of a trade-off: Less

- (efficient fuel use forcleaner Is this a wise.; decision
at a time of gasoline shortag
risk-to-benefit basis.

:.

3.. ;Have students design a m
your community. Igiw would
While increasing efficiency'of fuel

1

4. Compare the pollution e ects of current
transportation systems wit thOse from
transportation stemi using el 'cally-powered -
vehicles. Cothp advantages and di dvantages.

5. Consider the following hiPoth "cal sikuations.
_ .

.

CHAPTER 9 '
ENE.RGY CONSERVATION./

6. Review past electric bills for your home, ovefas
long a peliod as the bills itie available.' Construct a
graph to show cost, consumption and time. Note on,.
the graph, if possible, 'Oen major aRpliances were
adled.

7. Sup.,ey your community. Identify unnecessary
Uses of electricity whibh, if stopped, would haVe no
reat impact tin you'r lifestyle.

tify the modes of energy
Usited States and the

energy.

+a ,
1 1.

iithOes which may make
\efficient than present .

,

Discuss this" on a

transit syktem for
reduce polluiion

e?.

a. Due to a national ernergenc the katiOn's
hOMe consumption of electricity must reduced. In
Your commtinity, each dwelling must 's 't a list of
electrical appliances which, when remo d from the
home; will reduce llie home cOnSumptio by 25 per
4ent. The appliances removed will not be rv urned for
a yew'. What will your faiuily give up? e list of
appliances in Activity 3 of Chapter 1 will b helpful.

b. Placed in your hoine will be a de e that
will turn off electricity afier a monthly cons ption
of 70 percent of your last month's el tried
consiimption s reached..Plan hew; to budget our
electricity bi meet your needs.

.8. ReView pojiar magazines for utility advertising.
;,,CEsssify thisradveiiising as promotional, conservatiqn,

public kriage Or other. .

9. Visit grocery stores and compare prices of
.returnable and nonret,urnable soda bottles and cans.
Read about and.discuss Oregon's non-return law.

10. Develop i System to reward people who travel to
work or 7school in car pbot br on public
transportation:

C. Audio-Visual Materials.

1. Crisis in Energy, 16mm sound, 23,,min. General ;
view of energy crisis. Brooklyn Union ,Gas, Public
Relations and Advertising Dept., 195 Montagur St.,
'Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201.

2. Three E's 16mm sound, 28 min. Shows.&
energy, eConothics and enviionment are related.
ExXon co., Publfc Affairs Dept. 1251 .Avenue of the
Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020:

D. References

1. YouWhat Oil, Conservation Means.`to You.
Booklet discussing dependence on oil and gas.
Interstate Oil Compact Conunission, Educational
Section, P.O. Box 53127, Oklahoma City, Okla.
73105.

.
2. Conserve EnergyOur Spacesh" EarthNeed I
More Fuel! Comic book tells thods of homr
energy conservation. Single cop s from Edison
Electric Institute, 90 Park Ave., New Ybrk, N.Y.
10016.
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CHAPTER 1-0

SUMMARY

At this point the. student must. proceed to,
synthesize the concepts which have been presented in
the various chapters of, tliC course: The student
should arrive-at decisionswhickin his/her own mind,
are logical and based upon the 'inform-Ilion. These

". decisions should include:

1. Do we wish- to Maintain our standard of
livipg, or do, we wish to give up some or all
of the conveniences and products we now
enjoy?

2. Do\we wish to continue as we are, ignoring
the environmental cost? If we do, 'are we
wfll)ng to pay the ultiinate price?

3. HoW can we produce the electricity we need
at the least expenditure of our mineral
resources and at the least coit to our
environment?

4. What ire the ;alternatives to the nuclear
generation of poWer? Will these be sufficient
for our needs?

5. Are the advantages of nuclear generation (or
any other method of generation) worth the
price?

As the student formulates these decisions, do not
attempt to guide him/her in any way Or biiChis/her
judgments to.conform to your own personal attitudes
or opinions. Your task is to,tell it like it is and then
to turn the fadecision-making process oitte to the
student. TIO, of course, is difficult. We as teachers,
tend by our statements* facial expressions anct
gestures to communicate our own value judgments to
Our students, but in this case we must absolutely
refrain from doing so, even though we will
undoubtedly undergo some emotional strain as we
watch our students making what may be, to us, the
wrong decision. However, _each student should decide

'for himself/herself, or .as a member of a group of
peers..Thls, after all, is the democratic process.

Engage your students in decision-making. Usb the
Flavelrart of Basic Decision-Makin; Model for
resolution of environmental pipbleins found in
Appendix III of the student Manual's-rid reproduced
here.

Flowchart of Dechion-Making Model

The reader has been confronted with numerous
issues regarding' the conflict between enjoying the
supposed benefits of a technological society and .

P.-

reducing the quality of our environmenf to
intolerable levels. Decisions tO retolve the conflict
must be Made; ihey will be made. If knowledgeable
people refuse tp make -these decisions, less
knoviledgeable periOns will. The attitude of letting
George do it is'a gross shirking ofresponsibilitY.-..

13ut how do persons with a bit, Of knowledge
about the problem, (such as that acquired .through
this minicoutse) make such 'decisions? :How, do .they-
evaluate the available data? How do they know,When
they havp surveyed all the data?,HoW do they test for
logical inconsistencies within the -reports? The
probleM of analyzing large sets pf information and
formulating workable solutions.to prqblems perceived
:is 4one of; the niosf.,mind4ioggling and difficult....
endeavors.' .df 4he human mind; it is also one of the'

. .,most rewarding.

A model, or guide, to this. decision-makingv,...
process; presented 'in Figure * the form *of an
instruCtional flowchgrt, suggests things to do
(rectangles) and includes crucial questions (diamonds)
which help pinpoint errors in interpretation of the
data and conclusions. The 'rectangles and diamonds
are logically interconnected by arrows to suggest
which way to'prOceed.

Each main point' in the flowchart requires a brief
explanation. nisi, be intellectually aware of the
environmental problems caused by 1 'electrical
generation and be intereited .in the identificatiOn. of
solutions of these problems.

Stage 1. Use your knowledge of power-resources and
envirohment to acquire factual information and
understanding of basic issues involved. Completion of
the minicourse is useful here.

Stage 2. Identifyquestions you may have about th
iisues for further refinement and analysis.

Stage 3. Have others 'raised similar questions?
Answering thh question can provide access to
discussions of the issue which have already been
completed and tends to reduce the phenomenon, of
reinventing the wheel. In addition, the knowledge
that may be raising relatively neW question can be an
enlightening and rewarding eiperience.

140TE: Dironds represent decisions in the Tonn of
questions which lend themselves to Yeflp No or .? .

.answers. The path one takes on the flowchart is
determined by the answer to the question.

12
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. Stage 4.11-lave solutions .been, posed? If Stage 3 was
--- answered int the affirmative, 'we now begin: to

investigate the nterits of the solutions.

Stage S. Are solutions based on solid evidence? ,If
Stage 4 !gas answered in tie affirmative, we can nOw
ask 'if there is stibstantial and logical evidence tO
support.the solution under qUestion.

Siages 6-9. A negatiye response in either Stage 3, 4 or
5. directi the decision-maker into the key branch of
the flowchart. Stage 6 directs. the learner to survey
inforMalion related to, the pn;blem (or sokition); or-

. to examine specific iisues which relate tothe problem
under consideration. Caution! Avoid the temptation
tAwitch to a related problem! Stick to the issue at .

hind! :In. Stage 7 list alternative solutiong to the
problem; that- is', determine, without exccasive
evaluation at this point, if there are other possible
solutions to the problem. In Stage 8,..start the process
Of evaluating the,main and alternative solutions from

. Stage 7, by listing advantages and disadvantages of
each solutik, .

4.Noil -.that 5/ou have examined the eiidence and
tabulated 'the ProS 'and cons of - the °problem or
solution, evaluate each as to its practicabflityi Then
rank solutions from best to poorest (Stage 9). .

,

After Stage 9, the' flow is-cycled back to Stage
10.

Stage 10. Are there, unsolved probiems? Mourning.
affirmative answers to Stages 3, 4 and 5, we are now
where we see if all, impor,tant questions have beeh
asked. It is recognized that important questiow
obviotoly, involves value (subjective) judgments, but,
value judgMents" in teChhological applications are
Unavoidable.

A negative answer to Stage 10-recycles the flo**:
back to Stage 2, and a.positive response sends one to -
the EXIT of the decision-making program. .

eiL

Two dditional cbinmelft regaiding this
flepision-making flowOhart are in order. First, it

' iepresenti a series of intellectyal processes and you
must try it to understand it.

Second., the flowchart only. represents the
complex mental process involved in human
problem-solving. It is, hoped that it will be most
valuable whert it is000nsidered in its present form,
.which is neither exceedingly siMple nor excessively
complicated.

13
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. APPENDIX

_ LABORATORY SAFETY

If you. plan -to use radioactive materials in your
laboratory exercises observe certait safety
precautions to reduce the exposure to radiation

\ which your students may receive.

The following. rules are taken from irthe
Pennsylvania Department of Education. publication,
Nuclear Science:, A High School Course. ;

f

LABORATORr SAFETy PRECAUTIONS FOR
WORKING WITH RADIOACTWE MAtERIALS.

_

k. All possNe precautioiri rnust be taken in order
,to prevent inhalation; ingestion or skin contact.
with.radioisotopes. Therefore, the folloWing rules
will bein effect: .4:_e:Xs

,

of.

1. There will be no eating,0drinking or skoking
in thislaboratory.

2. Keep your ha nds away from your mouth,
nostrils and eyes. .

3. All . %Work with uniealed sources must be
done in the fiberglass work trays. These
trays will- be lined with non-absorbent paper
to -retain spills and facilitate
decontamination.

4.. Laboratory coats must be worn at all times
'when working,in this laboratory.

5. Rubber gloves will.be worn at all times when
;handling .unsealed solutions. These gloves
. must in 4honitored, washed with detergent
and Water, remonitored, and rewashed if..
contaminated before removal. 'The hands
Will-then be washed and monitored.

6. Signs indicating radioactivity must be in
prominent display-during any experiment
with unsealed sources.

7. All contaminated materials must be plainly
labeled. area - This corresponds to approxiMately orte .

thousand counts per minute when a Geiger counter is
Radioactive waste Will be placed in the placed as .close as possible to the contaminated
plainly marked hot Waste can. No other type . area . . Note that in Many high school experiments
of waste will be placed in this can, and no J the actual counting rate.will not greatly exceed thai
radioactive materials' Will be disposed of which Meets the AEC difinftion of

. elsewhere. uncontaminated.'4

Nr"

10: There must_ie ho ptettins by mouth. A
propipetter or hypoderMic syri4e should be .
used.

11. All spilhemust be reported immediately, and
decontamination procedurignitiated under
iriunediate supervision of thriugructor.

11 All radioadtive sources must be sealed before
handlingor counting.

If rules similar to :this are inaugurated and ..
enforced; there should be complete safety from
contamination in the laboratory, ,barrini human
error.

Contamination of the, equipment, the furniture
and the laboratory itself must . be avoided to prevent
the contamination of other students and to prevent

"raising the background count in the laboratory to the
extent that it interferes with the proper functiOrring
of the sensitiveGeiger-Muller counters. 1.,0 *Neve
this, the teacher must be ftiniliae th. s.

rules of radioisotope safety techniqu

All work .with unsealed radiois .e.done in nonporous trays -ofAsa ert
substance, such as fiberglass and h t-resistant plastic.
The tray should be lined with nonabiorbent paper.
The paper on which material is spilled can then be
rolled up -and properly dispose& of. Any material
-spilled on another surfac,shOtild be blotted-;- the
surface should be scrubbed with detergent and water; ."

-dried, monitored and rescrubbed if riecessary td,
remove the contamination. .The scabbing and
monitoring should be contihued until no -;h1ree of
activity remains. Of course, the activity Of the

, isotopes used in a high school laboratory is so iow
that decpntarnination Is simple.

.

". Decontamination is considered coMplete when.
radioactivity from mdiesotope groups I and Il is not
in excess.of one millirep pir hour average as measured
in a small volume of air above any two square inch

§. The instructor will be consulted before any
radioisotoPes may be disposed of, to insure
PrePer disPeisel.

6Miner et. Id. Teaching with Radloitotopes,
Washington, D.C. 1959.
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A clearly marked rapoactive waste an should be 7
available for the deposition of all contaminated
materials. A 20-gallon covered trash can is quite
suitable: The'container' should not be emptied with
upcont ted trash, but should be subject to
s'pec o: riling. The paper can be safely incinerated,'
th 1 ging the radioactivity, while the other .

mate can be boded. Another -method is to store
the can and its contents for a year. At the end of this'
period, the activity will be reduced by normal,
radioactive ecay. Small animal carcasses
contaminated with radioactivity should be placed in
glath containers and buried. The' containers will
prevent the carcasses from being dug up and scattered
by foraging animals.

t
Low-activity isotope solutions used in the high

school laboratory may be' safely poured:dawn the
drain. If the tap is allowed to run for five minutes
before pouring the isotope and 20 minutes after, the
activity will bp sci diluted as to be practically'
undetectable: It would be well for each teacher to
contact his/her local: health or civil defense
authorities concerning this matter. .)

fir Any 'vaporization or sample drying ofradioactive
materiarshould be done in a hood to prevent the
inhalation ofAttsotopes.

1

0All laboratofy glassware used for radioactive
Material should be rinsed, washed with detergent and
stored-se4 ately from noncontamihated glassware.

/
he ply of radioiso,topes should be stor

Ci 4lplainly fabeled,lacked metal container. A.me chest
lined with cinder brick ha_4. proven to be uite
satisfactory for this purpose:- The cinder brick ats at
a 'protective shielding and gives the box sufficient
weight to yievent its being moved.

As a precaution to' careless handling, S
contaminated substances should be clearly marked
with warning tape. .

During the laboratory period, one student should
be assigned as laboratory safety OffiCer; whose duty.: "
Would be thT constant monitoring of the laboratoly
for: *HIS or,lany Other contamination. He/she should
immediately report any spills and aid in
decontamination Trocedurek Thin will also, by the
way, aid in teaching proper. safety techniques. The
instructions for the safety officer will be found with 1.11f

the experiments.

At this point it should be reiterated that
radioisotopes, used t'in c ction with the proper
safety precautions, are no re dangerous than the
corrosive acids used mutinIv in every high school
chemistry course.

"Y.
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Part 1: Multipk Choice

A. Which of the folio
of fc-1 fuels to make a

a.' Coal Gasification
b. Fusion
c. Magnetohydrodynarnics
d. Thermal Conversion

AP#ENDIX a

ACHIEyEMENT 'TEST At
0'

. r

epts now being studies uses electrically conductive gases from"the conibustion"
y efficient source of eleetlicity.?

a

11-ie breeder reactor depends on the conversion of

a. Non-radioactive, radioactive ./ '
b. Radioactive, fertile
C. Fertile, fissionabN
d. Radioactive; fissionable

,maierial to material.

3. Which of the filowirig has beyIta recent development iri fossil fuel electrical generation?

a. Increated efficiencies-by use of-higher steam pressurea and temperlures
b. Increased plant size
c. Higher stacks
d. All of the above

4

4. What. is the approximate genetitally significant average radiation ddsage fro
in the-U.S.?.

a. 60
b. 600 mreñ1ir
c. 60 mrem/year

6 rem/year

-made sources for persons ,

The most important radioactive wastes in ten& of ra iOactivity content are

Solid wakes from processing plants
1-1quid wastes from processing plants
Radioactivity release 'into the air;
Radioactive wastes released into waterways

c.
d.

6. Whiehis the greatest single energy user in the home?

'a. color T.V.
b. , Frost-free freezers
c. Heating and cooling syltem )17

d. . Water heaters

7. Which of the following fuels provided the greaiest amount of electrical energy in 1974?
r

a; Gas
b. Ccial

Oil
d. Uranium

26
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During radioacti4e 'decay, three principal types of radiation are emitted frOm an atom. WhI of the
following is not one of these types? .

r!,

a.ti Gamma- arid x-rays
Beta particles .

. c. Alpha particles
d. Deuterons

. The single most important factor in Maintaining an ecolOOCal balance is

a. competition
b. suctession
c. predators
d. lack of pollution

a

DI Which of the following is a factor which influences the biological effects of radiatioo?

a. gate at which dose was received
b. Part of the body irradiated
c. Both a and b
d. Neither a nor b

11. Nuclear poWer plants have more of a problem with waste heat disposal than fossil-ffielea plants because

a. Nuclear*laffts generally have a greater generating capacity than fossil fueled plants vs?
:b. Nuclear plants are less efficient
c. Nuclear plants discharge nearly all their waste heat into their cooling water

. All of the above

° . 1 hi a water moderated power reactor, what would happen if the rate of fission were to increase significantlr

a The excess heat6from the fissions would calise a decrease in the number of neutrons'available tO be
ciPlured by fissioning atoms, anskhe rate -of fission would automatically slow down.

.;.'..The reactor would explode
c. The Coie would melt from excess heat
d. Jt is not possible for the rat of fission to increase significantly in a water moderated power.reactor.

. '

13. What is the basic difference between'most types of electrical generatiog plants?

a. Amount of thermal pollutiOn
b. Cost of fuel supply
c. Source of energy to produee steam
d. Operating temperatures and pressures

14.. The component of anuclear reactor that acts as a "neutron sponge" is the

a. Moderator
b. Fuel rods
c. Core
d. Control rods

15. Which of the following is a problem associated withlhe use of coal as a fuel for Olectrical generation?

a. Its geographic distribution
b. Mining hazards
c. Shortage of railroad cars

ifd: All of the above

18
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16. When one or more electronsis separated from an atom, the atom is said to be

a. An isotope
b. Ionized
c. Electrolized
d. None of the above

17. The "acute mdiation iickness syndrome" refers to

a. Arty Aumptoms of *logical diniage from radiation

b. Ady radiation.exposure causing death .

c. An illness afflicting uranium miners
d.. Effects of large sudden whole-body doses of radiation

18. Why are the transuranium nuclides particularly dangerous?

a. They are alpha emitters-anti are retained in the body.
A

b. They have bmg
c. They are matmade
d. All of the abcivd.

19. A of radioactive materials will sustain nuclear---

a. Stabk mass, decay
b. Critical mass, fission
c. Fragment, fission
d. Critical mass, d'ecay

20. The term "fast" in fast breeder reactor; refers to

a. The ratedifirek corumptiOn
b. The Oate of ektiriatal production
c. Thoilinalparelociti Ol-the fission neutrons
d. Not boye,

a.

0

21. All the plant and animal species that live and interact in a particular environment Are called

by capturing neutrons.
4

a. An ecosystem
b. A community
c. A food web
d. A succession

Pad 2: True-False

. The multiple barriei concept in reactor systems is designed to lard against the esCape of radioactive

substances into the environment.

2.- The health effects of the oxides of sulfur are related to injury to the blood-forming organs.

3. In the United States, most of an individual's per capita consumption ofelectricity is for industrial processes

to maintain our standard of living. °

4.
.61
'Rapidly dhiting cells are especially radiosensitive.

5. In the case oi4th Mdiation.and.traditimal air pollutant's, moit of the data on human effects was oirtaineid

by experimentineWith small dips: .\
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Certain air pollutants may interact with each other to cause more serious biolo cid problem than they
would cause alone.

V.

7. About half of all uranium Is fissionable uranium-23:5.

8. The "roentgen equivalent man" is a measure of egergy deposited by radiation and also its resulting biological
effect.

9. The basic difference between the light water reattors and the gas cooled reactor is the type of fuel used.

10. Every power plarrt built should construct a cooling water tower to end thermal pollution.

11. 'It is predicted that by 1990 there will be no natural gas aviilable forruse as fuel for electric utilities.

.12. 'It is possible for a coal-burning plant to release more radioactivity into the environment tharis nuclear plant.
?

13. The main xeason for the increasing demand for eleOrical production in the United '8tates is our growing
population. *

14. Exposure limits for radiation are set using very conservative assumptions because the effects of low-level
chronic exposure to radiation are hard to measure.

'Answers:.

Part 1 Part 2

1. c 8. d 15. d , 1.

2. 9. a 16. b- 2.
I.

3. 10. c 17. d 3.

4. 11. d 18. a 4.

5: b 12. a 19: b 5.

6. 13. c 20. c 6.

7. 14. d 21. b 7.

2 9 `
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7 8. T

F 9. F

T 10. F

T 11. T

F 12. T

13. F

F 14. . T


